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ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS:

6:00pm – COCKTAIL RECEPTION

6:45pm – AWARD CEREMONY COMMENCES

Introduction by Professor James Donald, Dean
Faculty Scholarships and Awards
School of English, Media and Performing Arts Prizes

Media highlights
School of History and Philosophy Prizes
School of Languages and Linguistics Prizes

Musical interlude
School of Education Prizes
School of Social Sciences and International Studies Prizes

A thank you on behalf of the students

8:00pm – CLOSE
FACULTY AWARDS AND PRIZES

Music Supporter Student Performance Award
Awarded to Thomas Krizanec for academic merit, personal qualities and commitment to the Bachelor of Music program

Norman Hardy Award
Awarded to Ruby Redding for academic merit and dedication to program of study

Burbangana Indigenous Social Work Award
Awarded to Belinda Jane Newton for academic merit in the Social Work program

The Elizabeth Ainsworth Award
Awarded to Joel Edmunds-Stone for studies in the Bachelor of Social Work

Sarah Walters 40th Anniversary Exchange Award
Awarded to Joel Edmunds-Stone for academic merit, demonstrated abilities and leadership qualities during the semester taken at an overseas University

Fred Katz Award
Awarded to Stephanie Deuchar for academic merit in the honours philosophy program

The Peggy Bamford Award
Awarded to Tahnee Heinjus for honours year study in social work with a specific focus on disability or child welfare

The Sarah Sharkey Award
Awarded to Bridgit Moran for academic focus study or related travel in a topic relevant to modern Ireland.
David McDowell Award
Awarded to Corey Munro for academic merit and dedication to program of study to a student from a country high school

Chris Mumbulla, Alumni and Supporters Indigenous Performing Arts Scholarship
Awarded to Peter Hulbert for academic merit in performing arts

Malcolm Cole Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Performing Arts Scholarship
Awarded to Peter Hulbert for academic merit in performing arts

Christos Mylonas Award for Modern Greek Studies
Awarded to Thomas Sofatzis for academic study abroad in the Modern Greek program

The Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences Doctoral Thesis Prize
Awarded to Sean Bowden for the thesis entitled ‘The Ontological Priority of Events in Gilles Deleuze’s The Logic of Sense’

We would also like to acknowledge the achievement of his supervisor Professor Paul Patton and co-supervisor Dr Simon Lumsden.

UNSW Honours Year Scholarships
Awarded to the following students for academic merit in the final 2 years of an undergraduate program and a strong proposed honours project

Raphael Andrews
Jaimee Edwards
Karen-Anne Coleman
The Aisling Society prize in English
Awarded to Jessica Bellamy for an outstanding essay or thesis on Irish-Australia or Irish history or literature

Australian Federation of Graduate Women - NSW Inc Prize
Awarded to Claire Livesey for an outstanding performance in English essays by a female student in the Bachelor of Arts program

The Bill Ashcroft Prize in Australian Literature
Awarded to Angela Kintominas for the best performance in an undergraduate essay on Australian Literature

The Fellowship of Australian Composers Award 1
Awarded to Angela Martens for the most promising composition in 1st Year of BMus Degree

The Fellowship of Australian Composers Award 2
Awarded to Adam Christie for the best original composition in 2nd or 3rd Year of BMus Degree

The Media Film and Theatre Dance Honours Prize
Awarded to Clare Andreallo for the highest mark in honours year

The Media, Film and Theatre Creative Work Prize
Jointly awarded to Jonathan Ly and Sam Pettigrew for the best production or performance piece in a level 3 undergraduate course
The Media Film and Theatre Third Year Essay Prize
Awarded to Phoebe Morgan-Hunn for the best academic essay in year 3 undergraduate course

The Sydney Symphony Prize
Awarded to Luke Iredale for the best essay in MUSC3112 Seminar in Music in the Bachelor of Music program

The RG Geering Prize in Australian Literature
Awarded to Kunal Sharma for the best performance in an upper level Australian Literature course in Year 2 or 3 of a Bachelor of Arts program

The Blanchett Prize
Awarded to Hana Khamphounvong for the honours student with the highest mark for a thesis or creative project in Theatre or Performance Studies

The English Prize for First Year Students
Awarded to David Ong for the best performance in Level 1 English

The English Association Prize
Awarded to Clancy Reid for the best performance in literature by a final year honours student

Media Highlights
From the Media, Film and Theatre Creative Work Prize winner
Jonathan Ly
SCHOOL OF HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
Head of School, Dr Paul Brown

The Professional Historians Association (NSW) Prize
Jointly awarded to Lena Hattom and Joanna Laidler for the best project essay relevant to Public or Applied History submitted for examination in a second or third year undergraduate history course

The Women’s Pioneer Society of Australia Prize
Awarded to Amelia Street for the most outstanding essay on an aspect of women’s experience in colonial Australia in a course in the Bachelor of Arts program

The Ian J. Bickerton Postgraduate History Prize
Awarded to Katie Slattery for the best performance in Australian or US History by a student enrolled in a PhD in History program

The Dorothy Allison-Furhagen Prize in Women’s & Gender Studies
Awarded to Leah Grolman for the performance in the introductory core course of the Women’s and Gender Studies plan (ARTS1900 Gendered Worlds)

The Aisling Society Prize in History
Awarded to Robert Jones for an outstanding essay or thesis on Irish-Australian or Irish history or literature

The Frank Crowley Australian History Prize
Awarded to Kylie Andrews for excellence in Australian History in the Bachelor of Arts program

The Eva Engel Prize in Holocaust Studies
Awarded to Elisheva Massel for the best proposal for Holocaust Studies to a student proceeding to the degree of BA Honours (History)
The Ian Black Prize
Awarded to John Solomon for the best performance in Asian History by a student in the Bachelor of Arts program

The History Prize
Jointly awarded to John Solomon and William Coleman for the best honours thesis in History in the Bachelor of Arts program

The Mitchell Mature Age Student Prize
Awarded to Mark Case for the best performance in Year 1 History courses by a mature age student in the Bachelor of Arts program

The United Association of Women Prize
Awarded to Annie Capp for an outstanding essay or thesis on any aspect of the history of women in Australia in the Bachelor of Arts program

The Maxwell Aubrey Phillips Prize
Jointly awarded to Rachelle Desille and Lyndell Walsh for the best essay or thesis concerned with Early Modern Europe in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

The Dennis Balson Chinese Philosophy Prize 1
Awarded to Lucas Thompson for the best essay result in PHIL2519 Chinese Philosophy

The Dennis Balson Chinese Philosophy Prize 2
Awarded to Jessica Goldstein for the second highest mark in essay in PHIL 2519 Chinese Philosophy

The R M Gascoigne Prize
Awarded to Oliver Kennedy for the best performance in a 2nd or 3rd year level course offered by the School of History and Philosophy of Science
The Chinese Studies Prize
Awarded to Andia Petropoulos for the best essay in Chinese Studies in any undergraduate program

The Sydney Korean Consul-General TOP MEDIA Prize in Beginners Korean
Jointly awarded to Wing Hei Vanessa Lau and Jennifer Yong-Ju Kwon for the best performance in ARTS1661 Introductory Korean B

The Sydney Korean Consul-General TOP MEDIA Prize in Korean Studies Major
Awarded to Seung-Joo Ahn for the overall best performance in Korean Studies Major

The Mar Prize in Linguistics
Jointly awarded to Kathryn Dadd and Simon Convy for the best performance in a linguistics course in the Bachelor of Arts or Master or Arts program

The Japanese Honours Prize
Awarded to Daniel Curtis for the best performance in Japanese Honours

The Chinese Language Prize
Awarded to James Flemming for the best performance in any Year 1 Chinese course in any undergraduate program
The Sydney Korean Consul-General Prize in Korean Translation
Awarded to **A-Yun Han** for the best performance in KORE3600 Korean Translation A and KORE3601 Korean Translation B

The Sydney Korean Consul-General Prize in Intermediate Korean
Awarded to **Fei Zhu** for the best performance in ARTS2661 Intermediate Korean B

The Choonpa Korean Prize in Korean Professional Studies
Awarded to **Yoejung Kim** for the highest mark from any two of KORE3301, KORE3310, KORE3500, KORE3501, KORE3600 or KORE3601

The Choonpa Korean Prize in Advanced Korean
Awarded to **Minju Jeong** for the highest marks from ARTS3660 and ARTS3661

The Goethe Prize
Awarded to **Nichole Ellen Soo** for the best cumulative performance in upper level German Studies courses

**Musical Interlude**

From The Fellowship of Australian Composer’s Award 2 winner, Adam Christie, performing his winning composition “A Prelude for the Non Believer”
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Head of School, Professor Christine Davison

Alfred and Dorothymay Anderson Scholarship
Awarded to Carissa McQueen for academic merit in the Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Education program

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Head of School, Associate Professor Rogelia Pe-Pua

Politics and International Relations Prizes

The Graham Pringle Prize
Awarded to Leah Grolman for the best performance by a first year student in Level 1 courses in Politics and International Relations

The Zappia Prize
Jointly awarded to William Coleman and Emily Margo for the best performance in the Honours program in Politics and International Relations

The Rob Steven Prize
Awarded to Olivia Wright for the best overall performance in the Master of Arts in International Relations program
International Studies Prizes

The NSW Vietnamese-Australian Community Prize
Awarded to Kellie Eccelston at completion of the plan for the best overall performance in the Asian Studies plan

The Bachelor of International Studies Prize
Awarded to Joseph Alizzi for the best performance in 1st year of the Bachelor of International Studies program

The Bachelor of International Studies Final Year Program Prize
Awarded to Abigail Schoenheimer for an outstanding final year performance in the Bachelor of International Studies program

The Bachelor of International Studies Bachelor of Laws Prize
Awarded to Robert Withycombe-Taperell for the best performance in Bachelor of International Studies/Bachelor of Laws program

Sociology and Anthropology Prizes

The Sol Encel Prize
Awarded to Ashley Barnwell for the best performance in a Year 4 Honours thesis in Sociology in the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Social Science program

The Sheila Rimmer AM Prize
Awarded to Ramesh Nithiyendran for the best performance in an essay on Ageing or Women’s Issues in Sociology
The David McDowell Prize
Awarded to Sarahjane Thompson for the best performance by an ACCESS student in Level 1 Sociology Courses

The Creative Sociology Prize
Awarded to Holi Birman for the best performance in SOCA1004 Relationships

Social Science and Policy Prizes

The Institute of Public Administration Australia NSW Division Prize
Awarded to Kathleen Cunningham for the highest aggregate marks in SLSP5001 Policy Analysis, SLSP5002 Information Research for Policy and SLSP5004 Policy and Organisations in the Master of Policy Studies

The Australian Finance Conference Prize in Policy Studies
Awarded to Mai-Lynda Allen for the highest aggregate mark in SLP5092 Policy Project in the Master of Policy Studies program

The Social Science and Policy First Year Prize
Awarded to Lucy Corrigan for the best overall mark in SLSP1000 Social Science and Policy and SLSP1001 Research and Information Management in Year 1 of the Bachelor of Social Science program

The Social Science and Policy Second Year Prize
Social Work Prizes

The Helen Sham Ho Prize
Awarded to Amelia Wheeler for the best overall performance throughout the Bachelor of Social Work program including the Practicum

The Pamela Ann Yensch Prize
Awarded to Belinda Jane Newton for Indigenous Social Work Achievements

The Marg Barry Prize in Community Work
Awarded to Chantel Cotterell for the best performance in SOCW2006 Social Work Practice/Community Work in the Bachelor of Social Work or combined Bachelor of Social Work program

The Tony Vinson Prize in Social Work
Awarded to Stephen Richards for the best performance in Bachelor of Social Work courses related to social justice

The John Lawrence Prize
Awarded to Tahlia Trijetetz for the best performance in SOCW1001 Introduction to Social Work

The Norma Parker Prize
Awarded to Ingrid Boland for the best performance in SOCW3002 Social Work Practice - Working with Individuals, Families and Groups 2

A thank you on behalf of the students

From The Pamela Ann Yensch Prize and Burbangana Indigenous Social Work Award winner BJ Newton
Most of the prizes awarded tonight have only been made possible through donations to the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences. We are extremely grateful to all of our donors listed below, for giving us the opportunity to award, promote and recognise academic achievement.

For more information on how to donate to the Faculty please contact Chris Lewis, Development Manager on 02 9385 8344 chris.lewis@unsw.edu.au

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms Andree Rannard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Mumbulla, Alumni and Supporters Indigenous Arts Scholarship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSW Department of Indigenous Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chris Mumbulla, Alumni and Supporters Indigenous Arts Scholarship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Awards

Estate of the Late David McDowell
   David McDowell Award

Fellowship of Australian Composers
   The Fellowship of Australian Composers Award 1 & 2

Mr Geoffrey Ainsworth
   The Elizabeth Ainsworth Award

Marie Robertson
   The Burbangana Indigenous Social Work Award
   The Music Supporter Student Performance Award
   The Norman Hardy Award

Mr Michael Katz
   The Fred Katz Award

Sarah Walters
   The Sarah Walters 40th Anniversary Exchange Award

Ms Theoni Mylonas
   Christos Mylonas Award for Modern Greek Studies

Dr William Bamford
   The Peggy Bamford Award
Prizes

**Aisling Society**

The Aisling Society Prize in History
The Aisling Society Prize in English

**Australian Federation of Graduate Women – NSW Inc**

Australian Federation of Graduate Women – NSW Inc Prize

**Australian Finance Conference**

Australian Finance Conference Prize in Policy Studies

**Professor Bill Ashcroft**

The Bill Ashcroft Prize for Australian Literature

**The Choonpa Korean Language Scholarship Incorporated**

The Choonpa Korean Prize in Advanced Korean
The Choonpa Korean Prize in Korean Professional Studies

**Colin Jones**

The Pamela Ann Yensch Prize

**Consulate General of the Republic of Korea**

The Sydney Korean Consul – General Prize in Intermediate Korean
The Sydney Korean Consul – General Prize in Korean Translation
Consul General of Republic of Germany
   The Goethe Prize

Dr Dennis Balson
   The Dennis Balson Chinese Philosophy Prize

Mr Don Nguyen
   The Creative Sociology Prize

Ms Dorothy Allison-Furhagen
   The Dorothy Allison-Furhagen Prize in Women’s & Gender Studies

Mrs Eva Engel
   Eva Engel Prize in Holocaust Studies

English Association
   The English Association Prize

Mr Frank Crowley
   The Frank Crowley Australian History Prize

Dr Helen Pringle
   The Graham Pringle Prize

Dr Holly Kerr Forsyth
   The Ian J. Bickerton Postgraduate History Prize
Dr Ian Black
   The Ian Black Prize

Institute of Public Administration Australia
   The Institute of Public Administration Australia NSW Division Prize

Mr & Mrs J Mar
   The Mar Prize in Linguistics

Ms Martine Breiger
   The Marg Barry Prize in Community Work

NSW Vietnamese - Australian Association
   The NSW Vietnamese Australian Community Prize

Dr John Golder
   The John Golder Prize

Emeritus Professor John Lawrence
   The John Lawrence Prize

Professional Historians Association NSW Inc
   The Professional Historians Association NSW Prize

Ms Sheila Rimmer
   The Sheila Rimmer AM Prize
Dr Sol Encel
   The Sol Encel Prize

Sydney Symphony
   The Sydney Symphony Prize

TOP MEDIA Publishing
   The Sydney Korean Consul-General TOP MEDIA Prize in Beginners Korean
   The Sydney Korean Consul-General TOP MEDIA Prize in Korean Studies Major

Emeritus Professor Tony Vinson
   The Tony Vinson Prize in Social Work

United Association of Women
   The United Association of Women Prize

Women’s Pioneer Society of Australia
   The Women’s Pioneer Society of Australia Prize